
Where next for RE? 
Mark Chater argues that we need to involve governors in  

a new settlement for religious education in schools
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 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
(RE) is a subject that all 
schools are required, by law 

or funding agreement, to provide 
for all registered pupils in all key 
stages, including KS5. Maintained 
schools must follow the local agreed 
syllabus, which is set by the local 
authority through its Standing 
Advisory Council on RE (SACRE).  
Academies should provide RE on  

the basis of their funding agreement 
with the DfE. The current model 
funding agreement states that  
RE must be provided, but this will 
vary depending on whether the 
academy is designated with a  
religious character. 

Schools with a religious character, 
whether maintained or academies, 
must do so in accordance with their 
governing board’s policy, which will 

reflect the religious ethos. For example, 
it is normal for Church of England 
or Roman Catholic schools to have 
foundation governors appointed by 
the diocese, and a requirement for RE 
to be given a specific percentage of 
curriculum time.

These rules mask an increasing level 
of confusion at a time of rapid change. 
RE’s exclusion from the Ebacc subjects 
may have given the impression that 
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the DfE no longer considers it to be an 
important part of a pupil’s education. 
The recent white paper, Educational 
Excellence Everywhere, envisages full-
scale academisation by 2022, although 
there has been some government 
backtracking where successful schools 
are concerned. The syllabi set by SACRE 
will therefore become less used.

Thinking days
The following examples came to light 
during a series of RE thinking days 
held by Culham St Gabriel’s Trust with 
teachers in 2015/16:
   A forced academy with a ‘requires 
improvement’ judgment decided 
to drop RE from KS4 in order to 
create more time for English and 
maths. A governor pointed out 
that this contravened the funding 
agreement, but was challenged by 
a senior academy adviser on her 
interpretation. (The outcome is still 
under discussion.) 

   A school in a challenging area 
discovered an organised campaign 
by a far-right group to get parents to 
withdraw their children from RE when 
Islam was being studied. (Parents do 
have this right: it dates from 1944, 
when RE was wholly Christian. The 
right to withdraw was never intended 
as a comfort for extremists.) 

   A maintained school had a majority 
of Muslim pupils although it was not 
a designated faith school. Governors 
felt that the school needed some 
latitude in designing an RE curriculum 
suited to the needs and identity of the 
pupils. (The school tried contacting 
the local SACRE, but there was no one 
available because of redundancies.) 

have opted for a narrow model of the 
subject (most notoriously in the Trojan 
horse affair), promoting doctrinal 
conformity and intolerance, while 
many others have neglected RE, failing 
to offer it at all. 

The confusion has had a bad effect 
on the quality of teaching in RE, as 
evidenced in three Ofsted inspection 
surveys in 2007, 2010 and 2013. The 
inspectors concluded that a review 
of the legal basis and statutory 
mechanisms was necessary in order 
to raise standards. They also called 
for more statutory clarity about the 
purpose and aims of the subject, and 
its status in KS5. 

National commission
The current legal situation is widely 
held to be out of date, too complicated 
to be operable, and may well be 
constraining schools from being 
fully responsive to the needs and 
identities of their pupils and their local 
community. This year the National 
Association of Head Teachers has 
called for a review. 

The RE Council, working with the 
DfE, is establishing a wide-ranging, 
inclusive and evidence-based 
review of the educational, legal and 
wider policy framework for RE in 
England. The output will be concrete 
recommendations designed to 
resolve the historical muddles and 
place this great subject on a 
modern footing.

The commission will need to 
hear the views of governors. You 
can help by checking if your school 
is clear on its responsibilities on RE, 
and voicing aspirations for a new, 
simpler settlement. 

Governing boards may or may not be 
aware of RE’s importance in helping a 
school to promote British values such as 
respect and tolerance. They may have 
varying opinions about RE’s capacity to 
promote critical thinking skills, and its 
intrinsic interest as an academic subject. 
But they are not helped by the fact 
that RE has a set of regulations that 
belong to a different era. Furthermore, 
the teaching of RE is a different issue 
from the legal duty that still exists for 
all schools, whether or not of a religious 
character, to ensure all pupils are 
involved in a collective act of worship 
every day.

How did we get here? 
Research led by three teams, in 
Lancaster, Cambridge and Goldsmiths 
Universities, has indicated changing 
patterns of religion and belief in the 
UK: declining numbers of people 
identifying as religious, accelerating 
growth in numbers self-identifying as 
spiritual or ‘nones’, the rise of narrow 
or extremist minorities and a decline in 
moderate committed religious opinion.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

1.    Is your school clear about its
 legal or contractual obligations
 in relation to RE? 

2.   Does your school make a clear 
distinction between RE and 
collective worship? 

3.   In your view, what are the main 
enabling factors that promote 
high-quality teaching and 
learning in RE, and what are 
the barriers?

QUESTIONS FOR 
GOVERNORS TO ASK 

RE has a set 
of regulations 
that belong to a 
diff erent era

The policy ground has also shifted 
under RE’s feet, making its current legal 
mechanisms weak and in some places 
obsolete. Reforms to school provision 
have introduced diversifi cation of types 
of school, leading many to exit from 
local government control and become 
academies or free schools. This process 
has accelerated since 2010: already 
a majority of secondary schools 
are academies. 

In many places, SACREs have 
become weaker and less relevant 
during the academisation period; 
there is a widely shared view that 
they can no longer be said to provide 
effectively for RE. Academies and 
free schools have no corresponding 
national framework for RE, and are left 
in limbo. As a result, some academies 
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